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h account is given of sane rlcasummxts of both turbulence level and 
spectra at subsonic .snd supersotic speeds. An inve3tigAi.m of the steady-state 
hoat-loss law over the transonic raae is else described. 
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instead of at M = 1, as it vould if ---- remained constant. The ratio 
w G 

--mm 
6 

continued to fall, up to the highest Nach number used, 1.36. In the 
v 

range 0.32 CM < I.32 the variation of ---- 
G 

can be empirically described by 
a + bM 

a rational function ------ . 
c+M 

Combining the results, (Section 2.31, 

2. Jnvestination of the Heat-loss Iaw 

In establishing a heat-loss laii a prime necessity is a really 
accurate method of measuring the resistance of the Itire and its power input. 
The voltage across the dre was measured by means of a potentiometer, and 
the current by measuring the voltage it produced across a standard resistance. 
The resistance of the wire was either obtained from the voltage and curreid, 
or directly from a bridge circuit using standard reslstanoes. The order of 
accuracy when the larger of the two tunnels was in use was usually O.Olk,, 
except at high subsonic speeds where conditions were mre subject to 
fluctuation. The accuracy naturally decreases as the magnitude of voltage 
and current are decreased, so that measurement of the equilibrium resistance 
%, i.e., the resistance kth no electricnl heating, presents a real problem. 
This is considered in the next Section. 

When it has been shown that the heat loss at a fixed. speed. is 
approximately proportionalto R - 
p-&;c: @p& 2;; 

,"e and more accurately to 
+&'" - a > the next step is to investigate its 

- . The first essential is to estirrate the actual 
speed of the air flowing past the wire, and this can only be done by 
inference from a measurement made with a static pressure probe in the same 
position, It has proved necessary to make the shape of this probe as nearly 
as possible the same as thd 
Section 3. 

If the approximate 
follow%: 

of the wire probe. R&ults are given in 

relation for the heat loss is expressed as 

17 = f(m) (R - Re), 

the problem is to measure f(m) for various mass-flows. The mst obvious 
way is to plot a graph of W agEin& R; this should be a straight line 
whose slope gives f (m). It has proved unexpectedly difficult to do this 
accurately, but analysis of one set of readings (Section 2.2) gives results 
which are in agreement with those obtained by Santon in 1933 (Ref.7); these 
latter are referred to on p.85 of Ref.8. 

2.1 Measurement of the Equilibrium Resistance & 

When the electrical power input to the dre, W, is smdll, we may 
write 

m=f(d (R-R,),), 
where f(m) is a constant at a given speed, and the problem is to find R,. 

The first method used was to plot PI against R and extrapolate 
to -a = 0. At first a resist- bridge method was used so that resdings 
aould be obtained at equidistant values of R. I&or, the bridge was omitted, 
the wire resist-e being &duo& frcnn measurements of the voltage and current, 
obtained by means of a potentiometer and st&rd resistance. 

The/ 
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The first system had an aS.vantage over the second, in that ~YO 
microarrnneters were used, one indicating zhe balance of the bridge an8 the 
other the balance of the potentiometer, ana both these could be observe& at 
the same time. This means that, if readings are taken when both meters 
indicate zero (the readings fluctuate dth time owing to variations in 
tunnel conditions), one can be sure thst the correct voltage has been found 
corresponding to the resistance set up in the bridge. 

In the second system, where voltage and. current are measured one 
after the other, tunnel conclltions may change slightly meanwhile, and this 
introduces some inxcuracy. In practice, however, this sccod system was 
found to be n-m-e convenient. 

The following table gives a typic21 set of rectings for fin&kg 
R. they were taken with a -dire O.OOo275 inches in diameter at a ~kch 
n&ber of 0.9. The currents, which were inferred from the 
produ ed across 10 ohms, were arranged to be approxiiitcly 1, 
3rd v+ 5 times 10 rd. The po:rer intervals are then 

Current 
inmA 

9.937 

14.098 

17.334 

20.023 

22.507 

Voltage Resistance l?ovrer in Voltage 
1n ‘IV -in ohm micromitts fr0Pl l%.TOl- 

fOn;lUl3 
_..__.._ - __._ - _____^ - ____._. -.-- ^".-. ..- .__- ------- - 
12.22 1.2297 121.4 12.22 0 

17.36 1.2314 244.7 q7.36 0 

21.37 1.2328 370.4 21.37 0 

a.71 1 .2341 494.e 24.68 -0.03 

27.80 1.2352 625.7 27.81 0.M 

I 

By the method of least squares (see for exqle Ref.9, Chap.IX), the fonU*riW 
relation between power and resistance can ~OYI be found: 

l,T = 91.30 (R - I. 2286) milliwatts. 

The relation between voltage in mV and current in mA is then 

0.11217 I 112.17 I 
v = ------------ v = -__------- . 

0.09130 - Ia 91,300 - Ia 

As a check on the experimental error we calwlat 13 the voltage from this formula 
far each current used, and obtain the last two col~mms in the above table. 
The agreement 1s good, so the value obtained L'or R,, i.e., 1.2286 ohms, may be 
relied on. 

A second method is based on an analysis of the voltage-current 
rel~tionshrcp, as follouvs: 

we can write V = R,I + ---a 
f(m) 

Re13 
V h R,I + ---- . 

f(m) 
The/ 
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The voltage is measured for a set of equally-spaced currents, ~"a a 
least-squaxes anal.ysis done on the assumption V = R,I + h I . 

The follodng table gives a typical set of results from which the 
following equation was found: 

/I\3 
Y = j.6450 I -i- 0.0oI8222 0 - , 

3 

with V in mV and I in 117~. 

---w- * -__--_. __--- """-e-P _- -_-_- - 

voltage Voltage fr0m Error 
in mV fOrrrmZa 

c-----_-___---__ -__I-------- 
4.93 4=94 0.01 

9.48 9.88 0 

1bS5 14.85 0 

19.86 19.66 0 

24.91 &,.YQ -O.O? 

30.00 30.00 0 

35.17 35.17 0 
1~.~-1------ - 

A third method of finding R, is based on a re-arrangement 0f the 
basic fornula a8 follcnvs: 

From 

we have, dividing by R, 

Thus at law puwer levels there is a 1xnea.r relation between the conductance and 
P. The current was set by means of the potentiometer art; a series of Vahes 
which gave equidistant values of' I', and the voltage then measured. A 
least-squares analysis is here more aarily carried. out thavl in either of the two 
other methods as the rdati0nsxp is lL~ea.r, and the values of one variable are 
equalIy 5paaed. For this reason kis last rras the m&hod most often Used. 

The fol.Xodng table giyres a sat of redngs for a dre at M = 0.9. 

r- - -._---. _- ---- 1 
I I Lizrmxin 

Ta in V in - ix - from I V from Error 
(mA)a mv v v - forImlIa in v 

milE.r3hos formula v -- 
I_ 800 x.92 809.97 810.02 -0.05 3!+*92 0 

1200 42.96 806.38 806.38 o 42.96 o 

1600 49.83 802.73 802.74 -0.0-l 49-83 0 

2’JOo 55.95 799.32 799.10 0.22 55n97 -0.02 

2400 61.60 795.29 79545 -0.16 61.59 0.01 
~----- .- .I . _I--. .--_--_. ~_---- 

The/ 
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The formula obtained by least squares analysis is 

I 
- = 817.31 - 0.009105 Ia PLllimhos , . . . (I) 
v 

where I is in mA. 
1 

The difference betvTeen the values of - and V given by this fomda 
V 

and the experimental ones are tabulated above, 

2.2 The Heat Loss as a Function of 'Speed. and. Tmperatwe 

iaShen the temperature of the G.re is m&&.ined at n constant b&L mh 

higher than T 
*P' 

say 1.5 T,, the variations in T, i:hich occur as the speed is 
varied have 11 tle effect, and the input po?rer protides a measure of the heat 
loss directly as a. function of speed. This 5s what happens r&th the oscillator 
circuit used for turbulence measurements, brhich keeps the &re resistance R 
constant at a value conslderzbly in excess of the cold resistance Re* If \-ie 
anticipate an ertpizical fomla for the ;po-;er mput i7, established later, 
t-l = f(m) [R - Re + @,(R - Re)a + ,G'a(R - Re)a], J-E see that the coefficient 
f(m) ~611 be directly p~~otiioil~l to the oscillator voltage squared. 

Measurements Mere made using Lan oscillator with a lrire in a small 
induced-flow +nd. tunnel and a typical graph of the voltage is shoWn in Eg.1. 
It Nil be seen that a wimum is reached at a Ma& nunber of 0.75. 

To investigate this phenomenon more accurately, it was decided to 
m&e D.C. measurements jrlth a resistance bridge and potentiometer. The po~mr 
tiqput required to maintain the resistance constant at five different levels wCas 
mezsured at eleven &ch nunbers. In attditiat, the equilibrium resistance at 
each 1hch number r~as e&mat ei: from flvc measurements at low po;rer, using the 
first method described 5.n Section 2.1. This enta.ilcd taking altogether 110 
readings viith the same r&e. G%en the equilLbriun1 resistancesaere plotted 
against the tunnel pressure, it was found that they vrere subject to considerable 
scatter, so the results vYere smoothed by the orthogonal polyno~fial method 
(see Ref.9). Using the smoothed values of R,, the polers ilere computed by 
interpolation for values of (X - R+) equ3lto 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1 duns, 
at each Mach number. 

Assuming that the heat loss CXA be expresses in the form: 

vi = f'(x) . g(R - Re) 

and. two measurements are rmde 3t the same speed, 

\I = 
1 

f(N)& 
1 

." Re> 

B a = f(m)g$, - Re), 

w 
it followa that -1- should be the SNQC at all speeds. This power mtio was 

w, 
computed >rith R, = 0.7 chms, and R2 = 0.9 ohms, and the result averaged 
over t'ne rfhole range of speeds. The deviations of the ratios fro11 this average 
appeared ra.ndor.1, and this ;ms also the case when R1. z~as 0.5 and 0.3 ohms, RS 
being O,g ohms in each case. The power rat10 with R, = 0.1 ohms and 
Ra = 0.3 ohms showed a more systemtic deviation frola the mean, which is 
unex&d-ned . The means of these pourer ratios were used to find the PunctiGn 
E(R - R,), by meazs of a least-squares approximation, the result being: 

g(R - Re) a (R - Re) - 0.45% (R - Re)' 1 O.ZO& (R - Re)3. 
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The values of f(m) at each speed wre noii obtained by fittjng the experimental 
results to the equation: 

V = f(m) [(R - Re) - 0.452 (R - CL)" + 0.204 (R - Re)"j, 

again by the method of least squares. 

The result is plotted s.s curve (1) in Fig. 2. It vsill be seen 
that a maximum occurs at M = 0.8, which is similar to the results obtained 
with the radio-frequency oscillatcr. As previously remarked, f(m) could be 
expected to be proportional to 6, so sn em&%x1 formula to fit the 

r(nl 
observations has been based 0~1 the ratio ---- , which is plotted in Mg. 3. 

6 

Since this ratio falls with increasing Ehch number it may be 
a b bM 

expressed in the form y = ------ 9 so that at low values of M it is equal 
c+M 

to " and at high Mach numbers it is equal to b. 

Z(ycC+ yl4 - a - my we find 

By minimising 

Solving for a, b and c, we find. 

p 

r 

; 4.82 + 7.55 M 
f-(m) = 0*,&325 -- -- ------------- (qs)a 

ps % 2.67 + lo 1~1 

where p, is the density under stagnation conditions and as is the sonic 

speed under sonic conditions 
( 

P u 
- and -- are tabulated in Ref. 12 

> 
. Values 

9 
given by this function are indicated b:crosses on l?~g. 2, from which it till 
be seen that the fit is good. 

It is useful to have such an empirical formula to fit the observations 
so that it can be differentiated at any &ch number to find the i^luctuation 
sensitivity. 

Another possibility for an empirical formula is to take 

which till app xximate tod;i at low speeds. It is found that 7 is 0.78 
for the best fit, :-rhich, however, ia very poor. The result IS shown as 
owve (2) in Rig. 4, curve (1) being the qetiental one. 

This formuti may also be oxpressed as 

T 
2.28 

M 0.5 

( > 
-- 
TS 
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In geperal, me may take: 
TZ 

f(m) = k(M)' -- 
0 T, 

. ..(2) 

snd compute k, q and E to give the best fit (see Ref. 9 ~~247). Then it 
is found that 71 = 0.211 and CC = 1.025. 
(3) on Figi@;. 4; 

The result is given as czrve 
the fit is still poor. 

It CM be sham that if the heat loss is given by (2) the maximum 
till occur at M = 0.8 if n = O.227Z, and this is roughly satished in 
both the above cases. 

Another possible formula is 

f(m) JpY Mb. 
. , 

This gives a maximwn at 0.8 if U = -0.16, and, when arranged to have the 
same madmum value as the experimental curve, this gives points sham by A 
on Fig. 4. 

We may remark here that, since the relevant viscosity may be supposed. 
to be approximately that corresponding to stagnation conditions, flus, pu is 
proportionalto the Reynolds number, and 

PU Re 43 me-- = ---- - 
P&3 psasa 

where d is the wire diameter. 

Tddng ML, = 0.374x40 
-4 slugs/ft sec., ps = 0.00238 slug&u f't, 

%3 = 1023 ft/sec, d = 0.000275 inches, we find 

PU -3 
___- = 6.70 x IO Re ~ 
Ps% 

f(m) = 6; 
5.66 + 8.85 M 
-----_____--- Icy2 (amps)2. 

2.67 + 10 M 

2.3 The Heat I&s IN in Dimensionless Form 

From the previous Section, me have 

IV = f(m) I(R - Re) - 0.452 (R - Re)a + 0.2& (R - Rs)"] (id)'. 

Taking (R- R,) = a (T, - T,), where a = 51 x 16' ohms/oC, this may be 
expressed as follows: 

w 
------- = f(m) 51 x 10F4(1 - 0.452 (R - 9,) + O.!XY+ (R - Re)') . 
Tw - Te 

If, further, an average value for T, 
ana @ - %I2 

of 280°K is taken, the terms (R - Re) 
may b& wxpresse& qproxtitely in dimensionless form by 

writing 

-' 
T -T 

(R-Re) = 51 x10 280 . -"y ---- !? = , .@a Tw - Te 

Te 
------- . 

Te 
Then/ 



The Nussclt nulbcr is defined to be 

w 

imere kf is the concluctivity of the eir, and L is the length of the ~vire. 

Taking the relevant conductivity to be approxtitely the same as under 
stagnation conditions, i.e., 5.22 x IO-' cals/sq cm/crll/seo/oC, and L = 0.10 m 
ve got 

W = 6.85 x 1O-5 (T,v - T,) Nu watts. 

Whiting f'(n) from the previous Section, VC nm have 

A curve showing how Ku varies l,ith x/F; over the range 0.3 < M < 1.4 for 
T w - Te _---___ small, is shown in Fig. 5. 1:ith increasing T%.r the Nusselt number m 
inc:eases by the factor contained in the above formula. A similar curve was 
obtained by Santon (Ref. 7). The results may be compared 16th those given in 
Refs. 10 and II. 

2.4 The Equilibtium Temperature 

Room the results given in Yeotion 2.2 we ;lay investigate the relation 
of the equilibrium tenperature of the wire T, to the stream temperature T and 
the stagnation temperature Ts. The equilibrium temperature at any speed can 
be found fro1.1 the equilibriux resistance Re at that speed and the resistance 
measured at zero speed., Rs, where the temperature is the same as the stagnation 
temperature: 4 

(T, _ To) = 1 (Iis - Re), a = 51 X 1o-4- 

From the mothed curve of P.e egahst pressure, values of R, were 
T 

read off at pressures correspcmdh to various values of -- and the resulting 
T -T 

relation beixeen 2-2 and 
T, - T % ------ is tihown in Fig. 6. It will be seen 

Ts TS 
T, - T 

that the relation is linear when ------ > 0.08, i.e., M > 0.65; the equation 
Ts 

here is: 

' ( ??;i-") , 100 = 1.26 + 0.19455 
T, - T 

( ) 
---I-- . 100. 

Ts 

The shape of the curve below this Lincoln nngc lndicatzs that T, is more 
dependent on T at lower speeds than at higher. 

2.5/ 
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this amplifier by means of negative feedback, and thus adjust the selectivity 
of the whole unit. A pre-amplifier was fitted with high attenuation in the 
range 0.5 to 100 c/s to prevent low-frequency breakthrough, but in practice it 
was found that the energy level of low frequency turbulence was still causing 
breakthrough, and this anslyser was abandoned in favour of a oosmercial 
heterodyne analyser with a crystal filter. The filter unit was modified to 
give the response shown in Fig. 17, the original response being shown also. 
The bsndddth 10 dB down has been extended to IO c/s and although this WCS 
still well below the required 50 c/s it proved reasonably satisfactory. 

5.2 Turbulence Spectra in 2 Inch Tunnel: Effect of Speed Variation 

Using the modified wave analyser described in the previous section, 
the flow in the working section of this tunnel fitted with a transonic liner 
was exmined. It was found that reproducible spectra could be drawn and 
that there was evidence of large peaks at discrete frequencies. A typical 
spectrum at M = 0.89 is shown in Kg. 18 where +xro peaks at 2,900 and 
4,400 c/s will be observed. It was thought that wire vibration could be a 
possible source of such sharply defined peaks, since mechanical vibrations are 
typically pure and exhibit no harmonics. Several changes were made in the 
wire mounting and tension, but no corresponding changes were observed in the 
spectrwn, and it is therefore concluded that such peaks occur in the spectrum. 
Vibration of the tunnel walls would typically occur at a much lower frequency. 
Resonance in the air column may be one possible explanation of the behaviour, 
but no evidence can be presented in support of this at present. The pe3k 
frequencies varied with mean air velocity, an increase in velocity causing an 
increase in frequency, although below about 
less evident. 

M = 0.5 the peaks became much 

speed. 
The output at 5 kc/s is sholm in Fig. 19 plotted against air 

It will be seen that as M = 0.90 is approached the output begins 
to rise, due to the approach of the second paok in Zig. 18, the frequency of 
which is rising with speed. 

5.3 Magnetic Tape Recording 

The time taken to record a complete spectrum was found to be a 
serious disadvantage 111 the larger tunnel, whose running time at supersonic 
speeds was llmlted, snd a tape reoordlng technique was used to reduce this. 
Such a method also enables a more dotallcd spectrum to be drawn, since the 
tape may be cut into lengths of about 18 lnohes and replayed mth the ends 
joined to form closed loops. The output is then exsmlned ZI the usual way by 
means of the wave analyser, and any portaon may be resolved in as much detail 
as is required, With such a short loop length the output from the wave 
analyser filter remains very steady, or at worst moves In a regular manner 
between two fixed lu;llts. The tape recording equlment was of restricted 
bandmdth, uniform from about 200 c/s to 8 kc/s, so that the results presented 
cannot be regarded as aocurate, but they Illustrate the value of such a 
technique. 

5.4 Turbulence Spectra in 9" x 3" Tunnel at Subsonic Speeds 

A typical spectrum recorded on a tape loop cm-responding to 
1.3 seconds of tunnel running time is sholm in Fig. 20. The spectral 
density is seen to rise from sero to about 3 kc/s snd then decay. The 
mean tunnel speed was M = 0.36. It WCLS observed that the total turbulence 
was higher when the fine control valve was used in the inlet to the injector 
slots, and spectra for both the coarse and fine control valve conditions are 
sha-m in Pig. 20. The scales for these two curves are not the same and in 
fact the total level of turbulence in the fine-control case was 1.23 times that 
in the other. Thus for a true comparison the area under the "fine" curve 
ought to be arranged to be 1.23 times the other. The total turbulence was 
found. to vary with time and the recording technique enabled a more accurate 
spectrum to be dravm tier these conditions. A spe&rumtcken with the 
tunnel rxrning continuously is shown for comparison in Fig. 21, the minimum 
and rmm&mm readings aursng en interval of 30 seconds being plotted. The 
total time taken was thus 8.5 minutes. 

Comparison/ 
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. Conpri~~n of Figs. 23 and 21 shows that there is a large discrepancy 
between the spectrw observed over a time interval of 1.3 seconds and 8.5 minutes, 
which cannot be accounted for In the recording technique, at least between 
200 c/s and 8 kc/s. Aparently there 1s a dj.ffer~.ng intermittency rate at 
each frequeacy, ana to obtain a more complete p~cturc many more recorded 
examples ~iould have to be analysed and an average taken of the results. 

Nlen plolti~ 3 spectmrm with the towel rufI~- continuously, it Was 
observed that the output of the analyser sometimes fell to a much loI:er level 
than the average and would re,main there before rinsing again. Suah violent 
excursions are not always observed in the half-minute intervals used in obtaining 
Illlg. 21. 

In Fig. 22 LS shorn the spectrum obtatied at a much higher subsomc 
speed, M = 0.99, in the 9" x 3” tunnel. The po~-~ts plotted are the means 
obtained in half-minute periods as in Fig. 21. A sham decay in energy level 
will bc noticed, although above about L3 kc/s the level rer~U~s fairly cor~stmk. 

5.5 Turbulence Spectra in Free Stream at Supersonic Snecds 

The spectrum in the test diamond of' the 3" x 3" tunnel at 16 = q -8 
ms recorded and is plotted in Eg. 23. Screens C, D, and E and the 
tmbulence grid were in the contractioil. The prcscncc of distinct PC&a will 
be noted c?t quite 101r freoucncics although it must also be romcmbercd that the 
higher frequencies are not accurately recoflcd. Nevertheless, the spectrum 
sho:S a concentration of energy below 0 kc/s. \/hen the spectrwn in a sti5~r 
flop ans studied with the tunnel r~~lning cofltfnuously (F5.g. 2.&) It was difficult 
to locate these peaks due to their narro-< banawidth, the high selectivity of the 
WBlyScr and th0 &ndom nature o? the signal. It GLS observed that below 2 kc/s 
the ti?!n spectra ~rerc somcrrhet dS?erent, thai: record&t on the tape showing a 
decay Vihllc the other indxated increasing energy. 

The ouQxA of the vacua-junction at 101s frequencies is subject to 
W%C va-ristlons \:hich are almost periodic in character. These may be due to 
fluctuations in the ne3.n tunnel speed, which would not necessarily occu1' during 
the l-5 second interval recorded on the tape. 

6, ConclusioLL 

I-t has been sho:m that the radio-frcque~cy constant-resistance 
technique is suitable for the ~neasurclao~~t 7110th or turbulence levels and also 
of turbulence spectra at any Ihch number up to 1.8. There is no reason to 
suppose that any difficulty mould be oxpericnced zt higher Itich numbers. 
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The heat-loss law at high subsonic speeds is a complicated one so 
that the separation of mass-flow, temperature and Mach number effects till be 
difficult at these speeds. 
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